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My brother is an artistic genius. I can probably draw as well as the average child of 6. But I
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Article Body:
-----------------------------------------Are exam techniques better than knowledge?
------------------------------------------

Half a century ago I learned about exam techniques. At that time I was snowed under with study

He was right at that time! It didn’t matter how much study I did, term exam questions were alw

Then I learned that you perform best in an exam if you know more about exams rather than about
I liked that.
--------------------Using Exam Techniques
---------------------

So I studied exam techniques. What were the results? I passed eleven GCE ordinary level subjec
When artistic talent was handed out, my brother got it all, and there was none left for me. I
However in the GCE exam, my brother set out to do good art, and I used exam techniques to get
--------------Multiple Choice
--------------My wife had a multiple-choice paper on a subject about which I knew nothing. I tried the exam

Then came a time that I studied maths again, and I was hopelessly at sea. I learned maths wher
--------------------We’ve learned nothing
---------------------

My daughter’s final exams were coming. I searched libraries for the most modern examination te

They mentioned mnemonic techniques to help me remember, but I’d been using them since the midd

The day before a university exam I decided that I would probably get a question about the life

Next day the expected question appeared, and I remembered every number - BUT - I had forgotten
--------------------Birth of Exam Mastery
---------------------

I wrote a book about how to pass exams to help my daughter. Unfortunately she thought that she
------------------------The arithmetic of success
-------------------------

Suppose you’re taking an essay exam with five questions. You know you can give good answers fo

Your teacher has brainwashed you by punishing anybody who wrote a three line essay for homewor

You got 45 marks out of 60 for your three good questions. The pass mark is 47%. You get one ma

In fact I usually got about 75% by using exam techniques. Oh, they aren’t magic. I failed an o
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